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Executive Summary
In summer 2012 the Hapton Community Archaeology Group, through Bluestone Archaeology, commissioned
Ecus Ltd to undertake the survey of the earthworks at Hapton Castle in Lancashire (hereafter the Site). The
castle is a scheduled ancient monument occupying the edge of a steep sided valley to the West of the village of
Hapton. This was to be undertaken as a training project to give volunteers the experience in completing this
type of archaeological survey and learn new skills. The results of the survey would also feed into the wider
Hapton community project, tracing the origins of the castle and the development of the historic landscape of
Hapton.
The survey was undertaken over the course of a week utilising both survey grade GPS to pick up
archaeological detail, and traditional graphical techniques utilising tape and offset methods. This process has
proven the best way to teach volunteers the basic survey methodology.
The survey recorded a small area of earthworks thought to represent the Site, this consisted in brief of a large
ditch, surrounding a small compound defined by a low bank and small section of wall. Although the earthworks
proved to represent a regular enclosure, it became clear that “castle” was no the most appropriate definition of
the site as there were no diagnostic features of a castle or peel tower revealed through the survey.
Evidence from the surrounding area coupled with the position of the site in a low lying, poorly defensible
position suggested a context other than defence. Industrial activity in the area along with remains of quarrying
in the immediate vicinity of the Site suggests a possible industrial context for the Site.
A definitive interpretation for the site remains unclear; however it is clear that multi period activity, possibly
originating in the medieval period, seems likely. Given the positioning of the Site, an industrial or quarrying
context seems the most likely interpretation.
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1. Project Background
1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

Hapton Castle is located 200m to the west of the village of Hapton (Figure 1). The village of Hapton
is located midway between Burnley and Accrington in Lancashire. The castle occupies the edge of
a steep sided valley although is positioned at the lower end of a gently sloping field which
descends from Hapton Northwards towards the M65 motorway. The Castle is a designated
Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM number 1013816; Figure 2) and the designation description
describes the site as:

1.1.2

“Earthwork and masonry remains of a probable 14 Century castle, ruinous by 1725. The site of
Hapton castle is a simple rectilinear enclosure some 40m north to south by 30m east to west
formed by a substantial dry ditch 14m wide and up to 4m deep (now partially infilled), and the rock
face of a natural gorge. Two fragments of masonry are the only remains on the central area, which
probably supported a tower or barmkin.”

1.1.3

Although a designated SAM the interpretation of the site as a castle seems based upon very thin
historical records (see associated Desk Based Assessment) and interpretation of the site as a
Castle on historic ordnance survey maps. The earthwork stratigraphy of the site is quite complex
given the small area it covers and certainly not typical of a castle or tower house. The location is
also not a usual site for a castle or tower house.

1.1.4

It was the aim of the survey to both answer some of the questions relating to morphology, date,
function and interpretation of the site. This was the goal of the Hapton Castle Community
Archaeology Group, along with the training and involvement of volunteers from the group.

1.2

Location and Geology

1.2.1

The castle Site occupies the rock face of a natural gorge 220m to the west of Hapton. The
underlying geology is that of Till, Devensian - Diamicton superficial deposits formed up to 2 million
years ago in the Quaternary Period. This overlies Bedrock of Old Lawrence Rock - Sandstone. This
is a Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately 314 to 316 million years ago in the Carboniferous
Period. Local environment previously dominated by swamps, estuaries and deltas.

1.3

Additional work

1.3.1

This Survey is accompanied by a detailed desk based assessment undertaken by John Trippier
and Steve Baldwin of Bluestone Archaeology. This was undertaken with support of members of the
Hapton Community Archaeology Group. As this is being undertaken separately this report does not
include a detailed historical background of the site and only an assessment and interpretation of
the earthworks.
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2.

Methodology

2.1

The survey was undertaken utilising Trimble VRS net rover to layout control points across the site,
which was marked using orange survey markers. This required the initial clearance of the Site of
vegetation. Not removing the vegetation would have the potential to adversely effect the reception
and accuracy of the GPS. Several temporary control points were also marked on fence posts and
marked with yellow survey paint. As a VRS net rover was utilised and no survey base station required, no permanent station was established.

2.2

The VRS rover was also utilised to collect ground model data across the site although no Ground
model was produced as part of this project element. Although the data was provided as part of the
project output should such a model be required in future.

2.3

Once the control points were laid out a survey plot was produced representing the Site. This was
reproduced at a scale of 1:500 to allow graphical completion in the field. The survey was undertaken utilising traditional tape and offset methods by running tapes between known points and reproducing the tops and bottom of archaeological slopes and other details on plan. This was undertaken by the volunteers under archaeological supervision to produce a highly detailed plan of the site.

2.4

This was then scanned and used to interpret the nature of the site. The methodology employed adhered to English Heritage best practice for level 2 surveys (Ref 1).

Plate 1: Volunteers investigating the earthworks.
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3.

Description of Earthworks (Figure 3)

3.1

Setting

3.1.1

The castle site occupied approximately 1.5 hectares on the edge of a natural gorge, 200m to the
west of Hapton. The surviving earthworks of the monument had been truncated in the North West
corner of the Site by the collapse of material into the gorge. The surviving remains comprised of a
small enclosure surrounded by a deep ditch (3m) to the south, which appeared to be gradually
shallower on the Eastern edge of the site. This ditch created the outer extent of the earthworks and
formed the enclosure. However the remains of post medieval ridge and furrow were visible outside
of the earthworks although this was not recorded in detail.

3.2

Outer ditch and Entrance

3.2.1

The ditch formed an irregular triangular enclosure, with the north western edge truncated by
collapse. A possible entrance, were the ditch was no longer visible was identified in the north
eastern corner of the site. This possible entrance was formed by a flat “causeway” approximately
3m wide were the ditch and bank of the enclosure were no longer visible. A possible track
approaching the Site was also identified running into this entrance from the north east along the
natural break of slope to the east of the Site. However this track may have related to a plough
headland formed by the ridge and furrow visible in that field and had been truncated both by
agricultural activity and slumping down the slope, making definitive interpretation difficult.

3.2.2

The ditch was notably much larger and well defined along the southern edge. This was interpreted
in the designation description as infilling of the eastern part of the ditch. However the survey
recorded a truncation of the outer edge of the ditch at the south Eastern corner. This seemed to
have been created by access down into the ditch over an extended period of time. Possible access
down through an enlarged ditch into the gorge below seems a likely interpretation of this feature.

3.2.3

The remainder of the ditch (on the eastern edge of the Site) was much shallower only 0.5-1m deep
with a more gradual profile evident. It appeared that the southern ditch has been enlarged at some
point, cutting through the shallower eastern ditch. This indicated a multiphase occupation of the
site, with possible multiple uses.

3.2.4

There appeared to be a large area of excavation at the south western terminus of the ditch. This
corresponded with the area directly beneath the short section of wall, and with an area of what
appeared to be spoil on the southern bank of the ditch. This could potentially relate to historic
excavation or quarrying for material. This suggested a possible industrial context within the Site.

3.3

Enclosure Bank and wall

3.3.1

A low bank was recorded running from the entrance identified in the north east corner to the short
section of walling which was visible in the south west corner. The bank was identified running
under a low mound, formerly covered in vegetation and possibly structural in origin. This low
mound was located at the south east corner of the enclosure, inside the ditch. It is possible that this
mound was part of an enclosure wall or palisade. However no structural remains were visible
during the course of the survey.

3.3.2

The visible walling in the south west corner of the site appears to be non-structural, as it was not
bound together by mortar but more a dry stone walling, only a short section was visible,
approximately 3.5m by 1m. This size of wall is not likely to be related to a significant structural
element such as a tower or castle wall, however it may relate to reuse of material relating to an
earlier building.
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3.3.3

Outside of the boundary fence a double bank was visible, this was an extremely well defined
earthwork and out of character with the remaining earthworks on site. The double bank ran for
approximately 40m along the western boundary of the Site. This bank was most likely a later
addition and not part of the original boundary of the Site. The alignment of this walling respected
the edge of the gorge, rather than truncated by it as was the case with the north west of the Site.

3.4

Internal Features

3.4.1

Inside the enclosure the survey identified a number of very slight but regular features that may
have related to the footprints of former structures. There was no evidence of a large tower or
defensive structure, but three small rectangular features approximately 2x4m were recorded.
These may have related to small temporary or wooden structures and the platforms associated
with them.

3.5

Wider setting

3.5.1

In the wider area the survey observed a number of features which may aid interpretation.
Principally a well-defined track running from a gap in the dry stone wall 60m to the south of the Site
north east across the field was observed. This was presumed to related to post medieval quarrying
located to the south of the Site and was observed to cut through the post medieval ridge and furrow
seen across the remainder of the field.
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4.

Discussion and Interpretation of Earthworks

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The Site, although small, provided a complex and usual configuration and stratigraphy of
earthworks. The recorded form of the site did not correspond to any known castle or tower house
type. There was no evidence of a significant wall or structural element that could have been a
th
typical tower of the 14 century. It is possible that this site was a medieval settlement however the
earthworks that were visible onsite do not support the interpretation as a castle.

4.2

Prehistoric

4.2.1

There were no features that suggested a prehistoric date either ceremonial or settlement. However
despite the subsequent truncation of the site by later activity Prehistoric activity that is currently not
visible on the surface may still be present.

4.3

Romano British

4.3.1

There were no features that appeared to be of a Romano British date. However despite the
subsequent truncation of the site by later activity Romano British activity that is currently not visible
on the surface may still be present.

4.4

Early Medieval

4.4.1

There were no features that related to an Early Medieval context. However despite the subsequent
truncation of the site by later activity Romano British activity that is currently not visible on the
surface may still be present.

4.5

Medieval

4.5.1

The traditional interpretation of the site as a tower house or castle of the 14 century is not
reflected by the earthworks present on the site. The earthworks suggest a small enclosure,
surrounded by no more than a small wooden palisade or temporary boundary. The possible
buildings and structures identified by the survey inside the boundary were small and no more than
low platforms with temporary wooden structures. This suggests a medieval context of no more than
a small compound or barn/grange type layout.

4.5.2

This interpretation is supported by the positioning of the Site within the landscape. It is a poor
choice of location for a castle or tower. Despite the apparent dominating position overlooking the
natural gorge, the site is easily accessed and overlooked by slopes to the east and south. This
makes the position easy to attack and a poor choice for siting a castle. In addition to this there are
better sites in the close vicinity, higher up the slope in the vicinity of Hapton Hall farmhouse. This is
a much better position for positioning a castle or defended manor site.

4.5.3

The earthworks generally point towards an industrial context for the remains, and it is possible that
this started in the medieval period. The site has a natural rock outcrop, and a relatively easy
access to the valley floor. This would make it a good position for a stone quarry. It is possible that
this was utilised for building the actual Hapton castle positioned at a more suitable location. Either
th
way it is unlikely that this was the location of a 14 century tower house or castle. However other
medieval activity cannot be ruled out without further investigation.

4.6

Post medieval

4.6.1

A post medieval context for the site is possible. The small enclosure could relate to storage or
agricultural uses. It is likely that if the site dates to the medieval period then whatever its primary
function, that use continued into the post medieval period in some form. This function is most likely
an industrial one, with extraction of stone from the gorge a likely reason for positioning the site
where it was sited.
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4.7

Industrial

4.7.1

The form of the earthworks on site makes a post medieval quarry or extraction site the most likely
interpretation. The proximity of easily accessible stone, access up and down the gorge as well as
to Hapton itself (which was developing as a settlement throughout the later post medieval period)
makes this a possible interpretation. It is possible that the exposed stone on the face of the gorge
was quarried transferred up the slope and into Hapton. This would account for the truncation
observed to the south east corner of the enclosure ditch. The inconsistency in the nature of the
ditch may relate to the widening of the ditch to make access easier or to allow the extraction of
material.
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5.

Conclusions

5.1

In summary Hapton castle is a complex multi period site, which is unlikely to be an actual castle.
The interpretation of a castle site had been used for the site from antiquarian records, and mapping
evidence. The map evidence was the interpretation of the Ordnance Survey surveyors. These surveyors may have interpreted the site through talking to locals who had assumed it was the site of
the castle. The evidence for interpreting the castle as such is extremely thin and even the scheduling description is vague on interpretation. However this does not mean that the site is without interest.

5.2

The site is clearly one of archaeological potential and this may still relate to the medieval period.
However there is clear stratigraphy of earthworks that suggests activity on the site over time including post medieval activity and industrial extractive works. These may relate to the extraction for material used in some of the buildings or roads in Hapton itself as it grew in the post medieval period.

5.3

What is clear is that there are real research questions that need answering both regarding the
provenance of the Site as a castle and its true function and date. This will need further investigative
work and a strategy for this is outlined below in the recommendations section. This strategy has
been devised to answer the remaining questions on the interpretation, date, and function of the
site. This could have an impact on the designation of the site and certainly upon the scheduling description.
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7.

Recommendations

7.1

As no definitive interpretation of the site has been ascertained through the survey, it is recommended that targeted intrusive investigation of the site may give the information require to both
date and interpret the Site. The site being so small, targeting the ditch, bank and interior could easily be achieved with three small evaluation trenches, leading to minimum adverse effect to the monument. In order to complete this work, approval of the regional inspector of ancient monuments and
Scheduled Monument Consent would be required. Given the real questions over interpretation,
date and function of the monument this would seem a proportionate and reasonable next step in
investigating the Site. This may also have knock on effects on the scheduling description and precise area of the monument scheduled.

7.2

In addition to this investigation, it is recommended that a targeted geophysical survey of the surrounding area be undertaken. This may provide additional contextual information that may aid in
the interpretation of the Site. Ancillary buildings, structures or features like route ways may be visible on this survey and help identify its function through its historical development. This is not visible
though survey as a sample area surveyed demonstrated that surface remains have been truncated
by post medieval ridge and furrow.

7.3

It is believed that by undertaking these works the true nature of the monument at Hapton Castle will
be ascertained.
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